
AA

MarchMarch
Focus:  Rhythm Counting 

             and Rhythm Musical Math

2244
BB

Lesson A each week covers core material. Year 
goals are met by completingl Lesson A material. 

Lesson B offers additional ideas for review, 
practice or enrichment.

2255AA
BB

2266AA

BB

Song List
Sweetly Sings the Donkey
Tingalayo
Maple Syrup Rag
Mud On My Shoes
Ooey Gooey Mud
Whether the Weather
Thunder Crashes

Rain, Rain
Ev’rybody Sing Spring
If All the Raindrops

Revisited Song List

There are 3 weeks of lessons and learning 
provided for March(allowing for the week 
of March Break).    

C1.1  song:  Maple Syrup Rag
        

C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  duration
    pitch

C1.1  song:  Whether the Weather (round)

C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  duration
    pitch

C1.1  chant:  Ooey, Gooey Mud  et al  
C1.5   demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  rhythm
individual work:  rhythm counting
            matching rhythms with words

C1.1  chant/round:  Thunder Crashes
          chant:  Mud On My Shoes
        revisit:  Rain, Rain
                    Ev’rybody Sing Spring
                    If All the Raindrops

element focus: duration - metre

composition prep:  words, rhythm and beat
 

C1.1song:  Sweetly Sings the Donkey  
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

individual work:  words/rhythm/beat

C1.1 song:  Tingalayo
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

 element focus:  pitch
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Focus:  Metre  and  Musical Alphabet Intro 2244
MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

C1.1  song:  Maple Syrup Rag
        chant:  Mud On My Shoes

C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  duration
    pitch

Body:   Breathing -Flame Flickering

“Imagine a candle, lit in front of you.   Now 
try to make the flame flicker WITHOUT 
blowing it out.”
Give a count-in of:   

1st Time:   as long as possible
2nd Time:  until the conductor counts to 4
3rd Time:   until the conductor counts to 8

Repeat. 
1           2            ready   breathe   
in    through the   nose      and
1           2   .......

2 Pitch:   Solfa Scale

do

ti

la

so

fa

mi

re

do

do

ti

la

so

fa

mi

re

do

Key C

C

D

E

F

G

A

B

C

Warm-Ups using the whole scale give 
students opportunities to hear, see and sing 
all the usual intervals that are a part of most 
music.  

The scale was introduced in January Lessons  
---post a visual of the scale as seen here to 
aid students.

If you are wanting some help in guiding 
students along the different pitches, try one of 
the following.

Songs:  I Like to Play With Colour
            I Know a Little Puppy
            I Know a Little Pussy

Warm-Ups:  mp3s  and/or  mp4
     Scale in Key of C
     Scale in Key of D
     Scale in Key of F
     Scale in Key of G

The prepared Warm-Ups make 
use of handsigns as well as other 
visuals.

There are 3 weeks of lessons and learning 
provided for March(allowing for the week 
of March Break).    
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Concept Focus     Musical Languages 

Grade 4 music will plunge students deep into the world of reading music using A,B,Cs 
(helpful for playing musical instruments)  instead of  “do,re, mi’s” (helpful for singing).  
Now is time to lay a foundation for next year’s tasks    i.e.  musical pre-literacy.    
Expectations met in this curriculum for pre-literacy are:
 1.  Music has more than one written language.
 2.  “do-re-mi’s are for singers”
      “A, B, C’s” are for playing musical instruments
  and the music alphabet only has 7 letters    ABCDEFG
 3.  Music languages go up and down  AND  around and around.
 4.  “Do, re, mi’s” can move around on staff lines/spaces.
               “A, B, C’s” live on the same lines/spaces all the time.

Grade 3 students are not expected to develop competency in naming lines and spaces of a 
musical staff with alphabet letters.   In pre-literacy, they are expected to understand that 
lines/spaces have alphabet names, that the alphabet names correspond to the alphabet 
letters on the bars of orff instruments and that the G-line is circled by the G-clef(treble clef).

Learning Music Concepts  Learning Music Concepts  Music has more than 1 language.

                                                           Musical Languages Go Up and Down,
                                                                               and Around and Around  

11

22

“If you can speak English,  put your hands up    Okay, hands down.   Now, if 
you can speak French, put your hands up.   Hmm, hands down.   French and 
English are Canada’s two official languages, but Canadians speak more than 
just two languages, don’t we?   (Name a few languages that you know children in your 
class are able to speak  ...  or  --that their families, or grandparents might speak.)  

“Canada and music are a little bit the same.   Canada has two main 
languages.  Music has two main languages.  We’ve been singing with one of 
those languages  (sing or say  “do re mi”)  The “do re mi” language is called 
Solfa.   Singers use Solfa.  It makes it easier to learn new songs, and to sing 
songs in tune.

How many Solfa are there?
      do  re  mi  fa   so  la  ti   do
      1   2    3    4    5   6   7   8

(If students say  “8”, remind them that low do and high do are both “do”!
“If we sing “do re mi”  are our voices getting higher or lower?   (yes, higher)
Hands up if you remember the special word for getting higher   ...  (ascending)

“Music languages don’t just go one direction.   Music languages can go up, 
can ascend, but they also can do  --what?     (take answer)   Yes  --go down,  
descend.

“Solfa can go up and down,  AND   around and around.    
I’m going to set a beat, and point with my finger to show the direction, when 
you are ready, start saying the Solfa with me.  (Try this several times.   Begin with “do” 
the first time.   The next time begin with “so”  ---and continue saying the Solfa until you get 
back to “so”  i.e.  don’t stop at “do”.)

Use a hand or 
finger to show 
each direction as 
it is named.

Music
Languages

Solfa
is for
Singers

If I’m aware there are students who take piano lessons, I say something like this next:  “If you are lucky 
enough to be taking piano lessons then you probably know the answers to all my next 
questions.   Please let the rest of the class do some hard thinking and try answering.   It’s 
going to be hard not to blurt out answers, but you can do it!
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33“If you play a musical instrument, there’s another music language 
that is very useful.  Think about the glockenspiel,  or a xylophone.  Do 
their bars say  “do, re, mi”?   No.  Hands up if you remember what the 
bars have for names.   (Take an answer.)  Yes!,  alphabet letters.    

A, B, Cs

Music
Alphabet

Instrument players use an alphabet to help them 
remember how high and low they need to play.

“Count while I say the musical alphabet letters, ready?
 A (1) B(2) C(3) D(4) E(5) F(6) G(7) A ????
Just like Solfa,  the musical alphabet goes up and down
    AND  around and around.
When musicians get to  “G”,   the next letter is   ???   Yes,  “A”.

You already know the musical alphabet, don’t you.
I’m going to lay down a beat, then say the musical alphabet until I 
give a stopping signal  (music stop  -  close fingers and thumb together 
on one hand).

One, two, ready, say     A   B   C   D   E   F   G   A   B   C   D  ...
             (students may need prompting to continue with A, etc. after G)

Try it again.  (repeat above)

How many letters in the musical alphabet?    7
How many solfa are there?    7

Solfa doesn’t always start on  “do”.
Hmmm  --if it's the same in the musical alphabet, what does that mean?
Yes  ---musicians don’t always start on “A”,   they can begin on any letter.

So  ---what letter shall we begin on this time?  (take a suggestion)
One, two, ready, say    D   E   F   G   A   B   C   D   E  ...
Excellent.   Another letter?   (take a suggestion)
One, two, ready, say   G   A   B   C   D   E   F   G   A ...

Since preschool, students 
have been practising the 
alphabet pattern.   Even 
though it appears easy, it 
will take practise to break 
that learning to adapt to 
the musical alphabet 
patterns.

There are no immediate 
obvious uses for this 
patterning,  HOWEVER, 
laying their foundation 
now, will make learning 
and using letters for staff 
lines/spaces much easier.  
Its like learning the ABC 
song, even before using 
all the letters, helps in 
learning to read.

One more thing about the musical alphabet.   We’ve gone around 
and around.   We started in different places.   What else do we sing 
with Solfa, that might be part of the music alphabet?   (take 2-3 ideas, 
then if the answer doesn’t come, give a hint    ---do re mi  ....   do  ti   la)  
Solfa goes up and down!   Yes,  so does the musical alphabet!

ABCDEFG  is up     AND     GFEDCBA   is down.
Hmmm    G  F   E   D   C   B   A...
Try it with me  (this is surprisingly hard at first)   G  F  E  D  C  B  A.

The two musical languages today are?      Solfa      A B C’s
How many symbols are in each?               7

Where do they start?                                anywhere

Where do they go?      Up and Down  AND   Around and Around

Excellent learning!   Good work!

Summary of ConceptsSummary of Concepts



 Maple Syrup Madness Canada
L J Clare

2009
chant

   Syrup,   syrup,  maple syrup  Sticky,  drippy, maple syrup

Drip       *      drip       *Drip       *         drip     *

Want someGolden brown,  maple syrup                now,   maple syrup

Drip       *      drip       *Drip       *         drip     *
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New Song:New Song:    Maple Syrup Rag

"Time to move away from Alphabets to Spring.  What kind of 
things do you like about Spring?  (enjoy responses  ...  if no-one 

mentions maple syrup, try ) ...  Canada’s Spring has something 
that people around the world enjoy.   Here’s a hint:  “drip,  
drip,  drip”  and the answer isn’t rain!   “drip,  drip,  drip”  

(wait a bit, if still nothing try)  sweet, sticky,  yummy ....excellent 
with pancakes! 

There is a video teaching the chorus that may be used as an 
example of how to teach,  or  may be used to actually teach the 
class.

Reading Method
 1.  Look at the music for pertinent information.
                     
  e.g.  time signature     3/4     3 beats to a bar
                                           1, 2, 3      1, 2, 3
                     Remember, the first beat is
                          “a little bit longer and a little bit stronger”.

  e.g.  words, if any are new to the class

 2.  Give a count in of     1, 2, 3, ready to read

       Say and clap the rhythms.

 3.   Repeat the above with teacher using a percussion
                 instrument to sound the first beat of every bar.

 4.   Clap the rhythm and say the words.

 5.   Sing the solfa  
                   (the solfa are printed on the music above the notes).

 6.   Sing the words.       Repeat while standing.

optional

Mea culpa  ---The 
melody for the chorus 
and verses of Maple 
Syrup Rag are not 
ready for use this year.   
The chorus was 
introduced in CanDo 
Music 1.   It is offered 
as a chant under 
Maple Syrup in the 
recordings and 
videosongs.    The 
words to the verses are 
on the next page.

Since Spring is 
hopefully very near  --
for this year, feel free to 
compose your own 
melodies,  use the 
words as a chant,  or 
invite students to make 
up their own melodies 
using the methods 
outlined in CanDo 
Music    or     
challenging students 
who are interested, to 
compose a melody with 
their voices and record 
the melody so that 
others may learn it.

Maple Syrup Rag 
will be ready for next 
year!
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Syrup, syrup, maple syrup
Sticky,   drippy,   maple syrup
Golden brown,   maple syrup
Want some now,  maple syrup

Syrup, syrup, maple syrup
Sticky,   drippy,   maple syrup
Golden brown,   maple syrup
Want some now,  maple syrup

Out of the tree and into the pail
Every spring in the woods without fail
Lip-licking sweetness that makes my mouth water
Over the fire it sits getting hotter

Up the stairs comes the beckoning smell
Of sausage, pancakes, * orange juice as well
Lying in bed my nose starts to wiggle
I jump up to dress, out pops a giggle

Drip from the bottle, * onto my plate
It's taking forever, my stomach can't wait
For the mmmmmm,  mmmmm,  mmmmmm, yum
*    *     *   that was good!

Maple Syrup Rag Canada
2010

L J Clare

Drip   *   drip   *Drip, drip, drip, drip Drip   *   *   *OR OR

Drip   *   drip   *Drip, drip, drip, drip Drip   *   *   *OR OR

Drip   *   drip   *Drip, drip, drip, drip Drip   *   *   *OR OR

Key of       first note
4/4   a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Drip...
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Teach the verses using an “immersion” method (learning by listening repeatedly).
Note:  Encourage good listening skills, by using audio only during initial learning stages   
i.e.  either teacher voice or mp3.

1.1.

2.2.

“Now that you know the chorus, you can sing it whenever you hear it.  The 
rest of the song tells a story.   You can sing the chorus,  but listen to the 
verses  ...  What’s happening?
                      Where is the singer at the beginning of the song?
                       What is the mood in the song?    Does it change?
Remember  ---sing the chorus,  but use listening ears for the verses.

Play Music Play Music   Maple Syrup Rag

                          Sing-a-Long Recording

What’s happening in the song?
Where is the singer at the beginning?    at the end?
What is the mood?    What makes the singer feel that way?  (smells)
Does the mood change?

Many songs have rhyming words.   This time as you listen to the verses, try 
to remember the rhyming words.    There’s also one place where you 
expect rhyming words but they don’t happen  ---what verse is that in?
Sing the chorus,  but listen for the rhyming words.

There are 5 sets of rhyming words in the verses.   Let’s see if 
you remember all of them.   Hands up for one pair of 
rhyming words.   (continue)

And what about the place where you waited for rhyming 
words but they didn’t happen?  (end of the 3rd verse)

paid  fail
water  hotter

smell  well
wiggle giggle

plate  wait

Play Music Play Music   Maple Syrup Rag

                          Sing-a-Long Recording

3.3. Display the words to the song  (on chart paper  or    pdf on screen).
Now you can see the words.    Ready to try singing the whole song?  
Here we go.

Play Music Play Music   Maple Syrup Rag

                          Sing-a-Long Recording
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New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

Maple Syrup Rag

"Stand up.   Wiggle your knees a bit.  Now stretch up high, touch your toes, 
up straight again and eyes front."

"I'm going to play 3 4 metre on the hand drum.   When I say "Go", step with 
the hand drum.   When the drum stops, freeze."

Play   ONE  2  3   ONE  2  3.   Make sure the ONE is considerably louder/stronger than the 
2  3.   Say  "Go."    Stop drum after 4 or 5 patterns.

"Excellent stepping.  I noticed how some people (if possible name a student) 
were showing the metre in the way they stepped.   The step on ONE was 
louder or deeper.  Listen as I play it again.  (ONE  2  3  ONE  2  3)   Show how 
the ONE is stronger when I say "Go."   (Do several patterns, signal "Go",  stop after 4 
or 5 patterns.)

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance Moving to Metre in Music  3/4 
Moving to a Time Signature of 3/4 (said  3   4)

Show word cards for "metre" and "time signature".  
 "Where do musicians find the metre or time signature in written music?  
 (numbers on staff lines at the beginning of the music) 

 What does the number on top tell us?    (number of beats in a bar)   
When listening to music, what is different about the first beat in every bar?
 (a little bit longer and a little bit stronger)  
Good remembering."

time signature

metre

We Are All Canadians
Starlight ‘n Wishes
We Wish You a Happy Holiday

“Another way to feel the metre is to stand still and let your body move with 
the beat.   Then when you hear or feel the “little bit stronger-longer” move 
one hand out.   Ready to try?   Feet still, and just listen at first.  (play the  ONE 

2  3 pattern several times)   Let your body, your shoulders sway with the beat.  
(keep playing the pattern)  Now when you feel or hear the “stronger - longer”  
let your hand punch the sky.  (If needed, use your body to demonstrate as students 
are listening.)

“I’m going to play some music.   When it begins, listen for the beat and the metre.   
Music usually has an introduction  ---it can be harder to hear the beat at the 
beginning, so listen for a bit, then when you are ready try swaying with your 
shoulders to the beat, and punch the sky with the “little bit longer - stronger”.

Play Music Play Music   Maple Syrup Rag

                          Music Only Recording

Repeat Step 5  --playing one of the other suggested pieces.
Repeat with a third piece.   This time invite students to move 
freely with the beat, and show the “longer - stronger” with 
some kind of arm motion.

waltz

skate

polka
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Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

MusicMusic(C)

C1.1  song:  Whether the Weather (round)

C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  duration
    pitch

There are 3 weeks of lessons and learning 
provided for March(allowing for the week 
of March Break).    “A” lessons and 
individual work each week are important 
precursors to April’s composition project.   

Focus:  Metre  and  Musical Alphabet Intro

Body:   Breathing -Flame Flickering

Pitch:   Solfa Scale

see Lesson 24A for more information

Song with Harmony:Song with Harmony:

    

Music and Movement with MetresMusic and Movement with Metres

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

AA

BB

Whether the Weather
     as a round
  

CC

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

                                                  Include:  Maple Syrup Rag

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Whether the Weather

Practice and Review   Practice and Review   Music Language Basics:   Solfa and  ABC’s
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New RoundNew Round    Whether the WeatherAA

Whether the weather is    cold,              OR    whether  the weather is    hot!                   We'll

Whether the WeatherKey F, first note F(do)
a cappella count-in:  1--2--Whether...

Vivace

Canada
2014

words: nursery rhyme
melody:  LJ Clare

weather the weather what-ev-er   the  wea-ther,        whether we like it    or    not!

1 2

(clap clap)

(clap clap)

(clap clap)

"Whether the weather is cold, or 
whether the weather is hot,
We'll weather the weather, 
whatever the weather,
Whether we like it or not." 
 (Say the words in the rhythm of the song.)   
Repeat.    

"Did you hear two words in the 
rhyme that sound the same but 
mean different things? "Whether" 
may or may not be a part of student 
vocabulary.   Print the words so that the 
different spellings may be seen.   Explore 
what each word means.   What does the 
saying mean in its entirety?

Teach the spoken rhyme using the rote method/echoes.

 

   1.   Play the recording.  Students fill in the echoes.

   2.   Play the recording.  1/2 the class sings with the leader
                                      1/2the class fills in the echoes.

   3.   Switch parts from #2.

   4.   Try the song unaccompanied, everyone singing together. 
              Give a clear, firm count-in.

   5.   If the song unaccompanied is firm in melody

Teach the melody using the recording. 

The class begins singing the song together.   1/2 the class sings the ostinato (the 
first phrase) while 1/2 the class goes on and sings the rest of the song.
Repeat, switching parts.

Now try the song as a true round.
The second group begins singing when the first group reaches where the small 
circled       is shown in the music.

Repeat, switching parts.

Step up the tempo to a vivace (quite fast) and sing the song as a roundt.   

Rehearse the class singing just the first phrase with the two claps; again and again 
and again.  (Making the phrase into an ostinato) 

Whether the weather is cold  (clap clap)
Whether the weather is cold  (clap clap)
Whether the weather is cold  (clap clap)
Whether the weather is cold  (clap clap)  etc.
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Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/DanceBB Moving to Metre in Music  3/4 
Moving to a Time Signature of 3/4 (said  3   4)

time signature

metre

waltz

skate

polka

“Many years ago, a dance was invented to be done with music in a 3 - 4  
(said this way, not as in a fraction) time signature  ...  waltzing.   (demonstrate as you 

describe)   People learn to waltz by counting  ONE  2  3  in their heads as 
they move their feet like this.   Dancers need to be aware of other dancers 
on the floor as its very embarassing if they bump into other dancers.   Try 
the dance with me  ...  when I start, you start  ....   when I stop, you stop.   
(try the movement a few times)

"Stand up.   Wiggle your knees a bit.  Now stretch up high, touch your toes, 
up straight again and eyes front."

Review the words  "metre" and "time signature".  
 "Where do musicians find the metre or time signature in written music?  
 (numbers on staff lines at the beginning of the music) 

 What does the number on top tell us?    (number of beats in a bar)   
When listening to music, what is different about the first beat in every bar?
 (a little bit longer and a little bit stronger)  
Good remembering."

Play Music Play Music   Your Favourite Classical Waltz Music

                OR      Use the Waltz Music provided

Repeat with a different piece of waltz music.  Invite students to imagine they are 
dancing with a partner --so they need to hold their arms up in partner dancing 
position  OR  change the movement image to that of gliding on ice (one foot 
moves on  “ONE”  then wait/glide until the other foot moves on the next “ONE”.

“Now we need some of the special music for this dance  --what is the dance 
called?  (waltz or waltzing)
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Practice and ReviewPractice and Review Music Language Basics:   Solfa and  ABC’s

The two musical languages from the last lesson were?      Solfa      A B C’s
How many symbols are in each?               7

Where do they start?                                anywhere

Where do they go?      Up and Down  AND   Around and Around

"Singers use the solfa scale.   Who uses the musical alphabet?  (people who play 

instruments, instrumentalists)  What are the letters in the musical alphabet? (A to G)  
When the solfa scale is put on staff lines, sometimes do is moved.   Why does 
“do” move?  (because some singers have low voices, and some have high voices)   When a 
musician looks for "G" on the musical staff,  is it always in the same place?  

(Yes.)  Why?  (So that every instrument in the band/orchestra will play the same sound.)

Practice:  Practice:  Up and Down  AND   Around and Around

Solfa:    Using handsigns, or simply a hand to indicate a level, start with “so”.
             Move hand up one step   ---response    “la”
             Move hand up another step                  “ti”      etc.
Vary movement by changing directions occasionally.  (Not too often for beginners at 
this drill/game.)    

Keep the speed steady, but slow until most of the class is able to respond.

Repeat for the ABC’s.     Remember that it is much harder for students to go 
backwards in the ABC’s as it is a new pattern.

A B C D E F G A B C

F G A B C D E F G A

Up the Alphabet
(forwards)

G F E D C B A G

D C B A G F E D C 

Down the Alphabet
(backwards)

CC

Group A sings the song once and stops
Group B sings the song, coming in where indicated
                         continues singing the song a second time
Group A listen for when Group B 
                         reaches the second starting place
                        then begins singing the song again,  once
Group B when finished the song the second time through,
                         repeat the last phrase
                      EVERYONE ENDS TOGETHER!

Round-Abouts
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MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

C1.1  chant:  Ooey, Gooey Mud  et al  
C1.5   demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

element focus:  rhythm
individual work:  rhythm counting
            matching rhythms with words

B/R:  Keep the Beat  mp4

Focus:  Metre  and  Musical Alphabet Intro

Pitch:  Solfa Band   “so-mi-la”

Divide the class into 3 groups.
Each group becomes an instrument in the solfa band.
Instruments can only play/sing one pitch.

Begin with teacher as conductor.  Either using your voice, or a pitched 
instrument (keyboard, glockenspiel), rehearse the groups singing 
their “note”.

Choose one rhythm pattern flashcard.   This time instead of the 
groups singing a single note,  they are to sing their note to the rhythm 
on the flashcard.   Give a steady count-in.   (As the conductor, you will 
need to indicate which group is to go next before the first group finishes to 
ensure a smooth transition.   It sounds harder than it is.)

Repeat with a different rhythm pattern flashcard.

If it has been going smoothly  ---now comes the challenge.
As the first group is singing the rhythm pattern,  change cards so that 
the second group changes rhythm patterns, etc.  

Repeat again  --begin with different patterns and different groups.
Congratulate your band on their performance.

Practice:   Practice:   Song:  Maple Syrup Rag
Key     first note
3/4 Time   
Count-In: 

There are 3 weeks of lessons and learning 
provided for March(allowing for the week 
of March Break).    
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“Think musical languages!”  
Do, re, mi’s are for   ????    singers
A, B, C’s  are for       ????    instrument players
Where do they start?            anywhere
Where do they go?               up and down
                                     AND around and around

When the solfa scale is put on staff lines, sometimes do is moved.   Why does 
“do” move?  (because some singers have low voices, and some have high voices)   When a 
musician looks for "G" on the musical staff,  is it always in the same place?  (Yes.)  
Why?  (So that every instrument in the band/orchestra will play the same sound.)

Practice:  Practice:  Up and Down  AND   Around and Around

A B C D E F G A B C

F G A B C D E F G A

Up the Alphabet
(forwards)

G F E D C B A G

D C B A G F E D C 

Down the Alphabet
(backwards)

Review  Review  Music Language Basics:   Solfa and  ABC’s

With students standing  ...  set a quiet walking beat.
Teacher begins:  “Start with A,  going UP”
                              ti-  ti    ta,  ti-ti   ta

(If there is space in the classroom, have students take tiny 
step forward (teacher backward) as all say:
    “A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  “
Teacher says,  “All stop.”
Begin again with a different letter  e.g.  D E F G A B C D E

Do a few, then change direction to “down” or “backwards”
     “Start with G,  going Down”
      G  F  E  D  C  B  A  G  F  E  D  C
And repeat a few times.

Show answer with arm motions.

Pocket Chart Composition in Grade 3 Pocket Chart Composition in Grade 3 

PocketChart Composition has been used in Cd3 several times since the beginning of the 
year.   In Grade 3, the actual placing of prepared, sized cards to make a chant is usually 
very easily done.   But composing our own ideas for words and rhythms and pitch into a 
song that can be written to  match conventional forms used in music, requires use of 
several abstract concepts and the ability to manipulate these concepts and this is still 
beyond the developmental stage of most Grade 3 students.   

If your students want to compose a song of their own  ... encourage them to enjoy the 
process by simply recording their songs.   Their songs do not have to fit conventional 
written music forms.   They may be shared and learned by others orally.    If you are a 
music specialist, you may want to make a few of student songs into written music  ---but 
this will take considerable time.

Music mapping was used by students (in January) as a pre-literacy method of making a 
written copy of composed melody.  In the junior grades, students will learn how to write 
their melodies on staff lines.

In this week’s lessons, PocketChart Composition will be expanded to allow the class to add 
words to a word set.  By doing this as a group activity, those who are ready for that move 
into abstract thought will have a taste of the possibilities to come and everyone will have 
the satisfaction of completing a composition.
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PocketChart Composition PocketChart Composition      Words, Rhythm and Beat

Place one of the "mud chants" on the pocket chart.   
Give a clear, firm count-in:   1  2  ready,  read ...

 1.  read and clap the rhythm symbols

 2.  half the class claps the rhythm symbols
               half the class reads the words

 3.  switch

 4.  everyone reads the chant  

Clear the pocket chart.  Place the note/symbol flashcards 
along the bottom two rows.   As each one is put on the chart, 
ask:  "How many claps/what is the rhythm count for ...?"

oo - -ey gooey mud.

Rain falling on the earth makes

Oo - -ey gooey mud.

Oo - -ey gooey mud.

.
1 clap 2 claps 4 claps 1 clap1 clap 1 clap

Rhythm Count

Choose 5 or 6 words from the list.    Find their word cards.
(prepare before class)

Place the first word on the pocket chart and say it..   Students 
show its rhythm count on their fingers.  Ask one student to 
choose rhythm flashcards to represent the word.   Place the 
rhythm symbols above the word.  Then ask a student to 
choose a different way to represent the word.    Try out both 
ways and with the class, choose one to keep.   Move it to 
lower on the chart to make space for the next word.  Repeat 
until the words you have chosen are done.

rain

my

mother
say-ing

no
more

sidewalk
playground

driveway

teacher
father

clean it up
clean

it
up

it up
now

falling

splashing

mucky

sticky

muddy

yucky

icky

mud

dropping

boots
on the

e.g.   sticky    icky   mud    splashing   sidewalk
         boots    more   

sticky
“Sticky” has a rhythm count of 2 claps.
How can we make  “2 claps” from the rhythm cards?

“ti-ti” has a rhythm count of 2 claps

“ta    ta”  has a rhythm count of 2 claps.

“ta      ta-a   has a rhythm count of 2 claps.

“ta-a      ta   has a rhythm count of 2 claps.

Some students will want 
to be very creative with 
their efforts to find 
interesting combinations 
of words and rhythm 
symbols.  Enjoy it  --the 
novelty will wear off and 
expediency will eventually 
rule.
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Note:   Some of the combinations students choose may sound 
awkward with the words.   This is part of the learning process.  
You can attempt to help them find solutions that “feel” good  --
OR simply enjoy the strangeness..

for example mud
has a rhythm count of  1

Mud could be represented by      

OROR

because "ta"   "ta-a"  and  "ta-a-a-a" all have a rhythm count of 1.

tulips growingfor example has a rhythm count of 4

and could be represented by

OROR

OROR

OROR
tulips growing

tu-lips grow-ing

tu   -       lips  growing

mud

mud

mud

Newish Concept:   Choosing a rhythm symbol for a word.

        

Students choose a word or phrase to begin with   
e.g.  mud.  Place the symbols for mud under the 
hearts, and the word for mud under the symbols.  
NOTE:  the word cards are not sized and may 
overlap.   sidewalk mud

.

Be sure to take any “hearts”  or   “beat markers”  off the pocket chart.
The class creation will probably not easily fit into a standard number of beats per bar.
Let this composition simply be a phrase.

When 6 or 7 words have been placed on the 
pocket chart, it’s time to try out the new 
composition.   Follow the method of learning a 
chant typically used  ---this will help students 
adapt to the probably odd pronunciation of some 
words.  Don’t worry about it too much.  Enjoy the 
strangeness.  

       Steps for Learning a Chant
 1.   Read and clap the Rhythm Symbols

 2.   Explore the words.

 3.   1/2 the class claps the rhythm symbols
                 while 1/2 the class reads the words.

 4.   Switch

 5.   Everyone reads the chant.

Count-In!

NB!

Take a few minutes to let students suggest 
changes to their creation.    Read the revised 
creation.

Repeat Steps 5 to 7.

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance
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Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

MusicMusic(C)

C1.1  chant/round:  Thunder Crashes
         chant:  Mud On My Shoes
        revisit:  Rain, Rain
                    Ev’rybody Sing Spring
                    If All the Raindrops

element focus: duration - metre

composition prep:  words, rhythm and beat
 

Pitch:   Solfa Band    “So - Mi - Re - Do”

Beat/Rhythm:  SongVideo:  Keep the Beat

Practice:  Practice:  Up and Down  AND   Around and Around

A B C D E F G A B C

F G A B C D E F G A

Up the Alphabet
(forwards)

G F E D C B A G

D C B A G F E D C 

Down the Alphabet
(backwards)

With students standing  ...  set a quiet walking beat.
Teacher begins:  “Start with A,  going UP”
                              ti-  ti    ta,  ti-ti   ta

(If there is space in the classroom, have students take tiny 
step forward (teacher backward) as all say:
    “A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  “
Teacher says,  “All stop.”
Begin again with a different letter  e.g.  D E F G A B C D E

Do a few, then change direction to “down” or “backwards”
     “Start with G,  going Down”
      G  F  E  D  C  B  A  G  F  E  D  C
And repeat a few times.

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

AA

BB

CC

Revisited Songs:Revisited Songs:    

 Chant/Round: Chant/Round:

Musical Arrangement:  Musical Arrangement:  

Rain, Rain
If All the Raindrops
Ev’rybody Sing a Song of Spring

Thunder Crashes (gr. 2)
Thunder and Raindrops (new words)

Muddy Chants

Focus:  Metre  and  Musical Alphabet Intro
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Thun-der crash-es,     Thun-der  crash-es.     Rain falls  down,     Rain  falls  down.

Frère Jacques
tune: French folksong

words:  anon

Key F, first note F(do)
a cappella  count-in:  1,2,3,4,Thunder ..

   Pit-ter pat-ter rain-drops, Pit-ter pat-ter rain drops.  Hit   the ground,    hit    the  ground.

Thunder and Raindrops

Thunder Crashes
nursery rhyme

anon

Thun - der  cra - shes,

Light -‘ning  fla - shes.

    I   make  spla - shes.

Rain makes pud-dles.

AA Chant/Round: Chant/Round:

Warm Up voices using solfa in 
the Key of F.

Display music for Thunder and 
Raindrops.

Teach the song.

Steps to Teaching/Learning a Song

introduce the song

read and clap  the rhythm symbols  (ta, ti-ti)

explore the words 
   to see if any are new
read the words to the rhythm

sing the solfa to the rhythm

sing the words to the rhythm

do'

la

so

mi

re

do, F

D

A

Key F

G

F

C

Someone will hopefully notice that 
the tune is familiar  --congratulate 
her/him for good listening.

Sing the song as a round.

11

22

33

44
55

66

Either use the mp4 of Thunder 
Crashes to lead students 
through learning the chant 
OR  Teach it. 

Experiment with variations of 
the chant suggested by 
students.

Variation Ideas

*assign dynamics to words or lines
*perform as a round,
      have one group clap instead of speak
*try it backwards
*????    student ideas



come  a -gain an-oth-er   day, our friend                 wants to play.

Rain, Rain, Go Away
Key G, first note so(D)
a cappella count-in:  1,2,3,4,Rain...

England
children's song

arr:  LJ Clare 2013

so    so    mi  mi   so    so   mi   mi      so     mi       so  so   mi

Pit-ter    pat-ter    pit-ter     pat-ter     Rain,  rain,    go  a - way,

so so   mi  mi so  so    mi     so    so     mi   mi    so    so     mi  

step out the
"pitter patter"
either on the words
or using the rhythm
through the song

A rhythm that is played repetitively through a song is called an ostinato.

rhythm sticks

"rain, rain, go away"
ta     ta   ti - ti  ta

Play this rhythm
all the way
through the song.

C

E
F
C

G
D

D

EF
AB GD    G    D

Play 2 notes
on the first beat
of every bar/group.
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BBRevisited Songs:Revisited Songs:    If students know these songs from Grade 1 or 2, so much the better.   
Songs are not intended to be sung once,  but sung again and again.

Show the mp4 to refresh memories of this song.
Choose one, two or all of the ideas below to embellish its peformance.

“Kah-la”

The last bar of the song  “our friend (name of student) wants to play” may be 
repeated and used as a quick activity.   

e.g.  Pitter, patter, pitter, patter
       Rain, rain go away
       come again another day
       our friend  ________ wants to play
       our friend  ________ wants to play
       our friend  ________ wants to play
       our friend  ________ wants to play.

Point to a different student for 
each repeat  --class sings that 
student’s name in the line.



If     all   the  rain-drops were goo -ey,   chew-y  gu- drops, oh what  a  rain it  would

be!    If     all  the  rain-drops were   goo -ey,   chew-y gum-drops, oh, what a rain it would

all  the  rain-drops were goo-ey,   chew - y  gum-drops, oh what   a rain it would       be!

A

A

  be!   I'd walk out-side with my tongue o-pen wide, I wouldn't care  if   I  nev-er went in-side. If

B

A

If All the Raindrops Children's Song
1900's  anon
arr:  LJ Clare

Key G, first note D(low so)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,If...

If all the snowflakes were thick 'n rich milkshakes,
Oh what a snow it would be!
If all the snowflakes were thick 'n rich milkshakes,
Oh what a snow it would be!
I'd walk outside with my tongue open wide,
I wouldn't care if I never went inside.
If all the snowflakes were thick 'n rich milkshakes,
Oh what a snow it would be!

A

A

B

A

If all the sunbeams were lots 'n lots of ice cream,
Oh what a sun it would be!
If all the sunbeams were lots 'n lots of ice cream,
Oh what a sun it would be!
I'd walk outside with my tongue open wide,
I wouldn't care if I never went inside.
If all the sunbeams were lots 'n lots of ice cream,
Oh what a sun it would be!

raindrops  —  gooey chewy gumdrops
snow flakes — thick 'n rich milkshakes
sunbeams  — lots 'n lots of ice cream

11
22
33
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The mp4 of this song emphasizes its form.

Full teaching instructions for this song are found in CanDo2 Lessons or in its song file 
on the website.

Challenge students to listen to the first verse as the mp4 plays, and then sing along 
with the next two verses.

After the mp4 is played ask:   “There’s something about the melody of this song 
that makes it easy to learn.   Hands up if you figured out what it was as you 
watched.”   (If there are offers, listen to a few, then if needed ...)  

Each verse has 4 lines of words,  but only 2 lines of melody.
We use capital letters to show the form of a song.   What is the form of this 
song? A A B A



Au  -  tumn  is     the   time    when     it     gets    a   lit - tle    chil  - ly,

Au  - tumn   is       the    time     when    the    leaves      fall      down.

Au  - tumn  is      the    time     when    the     leaves     fall     down.

Au  -  tumn   is     the    time     when          we     pick      ap  -   ples,

Ev   -    'ry    -    bo  - dy,              sing        a      song         now!

Ev  -  'ry  -   bo - dy,           sing        a   song      of    sea  -   sons,

Ev'rybody, Sing a Song of SeasonsEv'rybody, Sing a Song of Seasons
Key G,  first note B(mi)
a capella  count-in:  1,2,3,4, Jump...

tune: folksong  USA
words:  LJ Clare Canada

2011

chorus

hands over head in air                 clap                                       clap

hands over head in air                          clap                                      clap

clap                                     clap                           reach up to pick apples

clap                                        clap                              reach up and let your hands be leaves falling

clap                                   clap                            hold self and shiver

clap                                      clap                               reach up and let your hands be leaves falling

c. LJC Creations 2011 copied with permission for classroom use
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Watch the mp4 of this song once through.

Divide the class into four groups.   Assign each group a season.
Challenge the groups to come up with either new words for their verse,
                                                        
 

*Use the song structure to make it easier to zip in new words
e.g.  Autumn is the time when we jump in leaves

Autumn is the time when 
     we pick apples,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.
Autumn is the time when 
     it gets a little chilly,
Autumn is the time when 
     the leaves fall down.

Winter is the time when 
     we play hockey,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.
Winter is the time when 
     its cold, cold, cold,
Winter is the time when 
     the snow falls down.

Spring is the time when 
     we jump in puddles,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.
Spring is the time when 
     it gets a little warmer,
Spring is the time when 
     the rain falls down.

Summer is the time when 
     we go swimming,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shine down.
Summer is the time when 
     its hot and sticky,
Summer is the time when 
     the sun shines down.

SpringAutumn Winter Summer

      OR  actions to do for their verse.

Sing the revised song
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Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    
                              Student Choice of Song or Dance

Mud out-  side                 OK!

Mud    inside     No      way!

Mud outside    O    -     K!

    Mud     inside            No way!

Feet       in      kit   -   chen   

Mud         in    puddle

    Feet      in     puddle

    Mud        in        kit  -   chen!

Mud in puddle

Mud outside OK

Mud on my shoes.

Mud on the floor.

My mother say - - ing,

"No more, no more!"

Mud on my shoes

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Thunder & Raindrops
Muddy Chants

CC Musical Arrangement:  Musical Arrangement:  Muddy Chants

Divide the class into groups of 4 or 5 students each.

Before class:  Prepare copies of each of the “Muddy 
Chants” either on chart paper, or by copying the word 
cards.   Each group of 4/5 students will need one of the 
chants to work on.

Group Tasks

Performing

Each group needs an opportunity to perform their 
arrangement of their chant in front of the class.

Just for Fun  Chants may be done as rounds,   or as  
“partners”.    If there is time, try a class performance of 
chants as rounds and/or partners.

Rounds:  One, two, or three groups.  The second 
group begins when the first group begins the second 
line of the chants, etcetera.

Partners:  All groups perform their chant at the 
same time  ---teacher gives the count-in.

1.  Decide who is to be conductor.
2.  Learn the chant with help of conductor for count-in.

3.  Try different tempos and 
 decide on a performance tempo.

4.  Add dynamics.

5.  Choose percussion instruments
   *to keep the beat
   *to play on the rests
  

p
f

ff
mf

dynamic markers
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2266
MusicMusic(C)

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

1

2

C1.1song:  Sweetly Sings the Donkey
            

C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

individual work:  words/rhythm/beat

There are 3 weeks of lessons and learning 
provided for March(allowing for the week 
of March Break).    

Body:  Finger Faces

Place one finger on each cheek.   Make the fingers move by 
moving the cheeks.    Now try making the fingers move by 
sounding first  "Haaa" then "Heee."     Conduct the "haaa"  &  
"heee" in varying patterns.

Focus:  Metre  and  Musical Alphabet Intro

Beat/Rhythm:  Rhythm Card Read
          (prechoose from cards with symbols new for this grade)

3 Pitch:  Solfa Band do - mi - so - do’

Divide the class into 4 groups.
Each group becomes an instrument in the solfa band.
Instruments can only play/sing one pitch.

Begin with teacher as conductor.  Either using your voice, or a 
pitched instrument (keyboard, glockenspiel), rehearse the 
groups singing their “note”.

Choose one rhythm pattern flashcard.   This time instead of 
the groups singing a single note,  they are to sing their note to 
the rhythm on the flashcard.   Give a steady count-in.   (As the 
conductor, you will need to indicate which group is to go next before 
the first group finishes to ensure a smooth transition.   It sounds 
harder than it is.)

Repeat with a different rhythm pattern flashcard.

If it has been going smoothly  ---now comes the challenge.
As the first group is singing the rhythm pattern,  change cards so 
that the second group changes rhythm patterns, etc.  

Repeat again  --begin with different patterns and different 
groups.

Solfa Band Warm-Up
continues directly
into Solfa Band Harmony
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somi do,do’

New Concept:   New Concept:   Solfa Band with Harmony 

Set paper notes for the solfa band on the pocket 
chart.  Choose a rhythm pattern to set at the top.

Direct one round of solfa band by pointing to the 
solfa (instead of conducting the band by pointing to the 

different groups).    Each solfa is sung to the rhythm 
pattern displayed.

Before class preparation:
Solfa Band Paper Notes (see below)

so mi do,so do’

Use paper notes to create a solfa phrase.

Direct the solfa band in singing the phrase
----remember that each group sings only its pitch.

so

so

mi

do,

do’

so

do,

mi

do’do’ so

do,so

do’so

mi do,

Rerarrange paper notes as seen beside.

As the solfa band is singing the “so-do,” harmony, 
take the solo “so” off and  place 2 new notes on 
the pocket chart.  Continue giving new harmonies 
to sing.

Ask:  What is the music word that describes 2 
different pitches being sung at the same time?        
  harmony

Try Solfa Band Harmony again  --either arranging 
a whole musical phrase, or changing the notes as 
they are sung.

If you use the pocket chart to do this exercise, students may take turns creating phrases for 
the solfa band to sing.  

The exercise may also be done by following the video found under

     Warm-ups   —   solfa band   —   harmony 1.
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Sweet-ly sings the  don-key   at   the break of     day.        If   you  do not    feed him,

this    is   what he'll   say,   "Hee-haw,        hee-haw,        hee-haw hee-haw hee-haw."

Sweetly Sings the Donkey
Traditional Round

arr: LJ Clare 1978

Key D, first note do(D)
a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Sweet...

d   t     d    r     m     m       r     d    r     m      d            m    r    m    f       s        s

f       m     f     s         m      s       m          s       m         s     m   s      m  s       m

Allegro 1 2

3

"Hee-haw,  hee-haw,  hee-haw, hee-haw, hee-haw".  (Say in 

the rhythm of the song --add two claps on the half rest.)  "So what am 
I?  (a donkey)  "Hee-haw,  (Say the hee-haws again with the claps, 
then invite students to be donkeys too.)

"When we get to the hee-haws in the song  --join in."     

"Well done, very sweet singing my donkeys.  Look at the 
music for this song.   Hands up when you find a place where 
the notes change one-step at a time."  (Post the music.  Bars 1, 
3, 5 and 7 and one-step pitch changes.)

Sing each one-step pitch change sequence.    

 1. play the first note in the sequence

 2.  sing the solfa

 3. sing the words

D E F#

G

Sing a phrase while pointing to the notes.   Students echo the 
phrase.  Continue through the song.  (If needed, play the sing-a-
long version, ask students to sing with it.)

Sing the song right through with the whole class twice.
Divide the class in half.   1/2 class sings the song.   The other 1/2 
begins as soon as the first 1/2 finishes.   The first 1/2 sings again 
when the second 1/2 finishes.

If you think the class is ready, try the song as a two-part round.

New Song/Round:New Song/Round:    Sweetly Sings the Donkey

Sing Play MusicSing Play Music  or  Sing-a-Long Recording, 1 verse
Sweetly Sing the Donkey



Practice:  Practice:  Up and Down  AND   Around and Around

A B C D E F G A B C

F G A B C D E F G A

Up the Alphabet
(forwards)

G F E D C B A G

D C B A G F E D C 

Down the Alphabet
(backwards)

With students standing  ...  set a quiet walking beat.
Teacher begins:  “Start with A,  going UP”
                              ti-  ti    ta,  ti-ti   ta

(If there is space in the classroom, have students take tiny 
step forward (teacher backward) as all say:
    “A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  “
Teacher says,  “All stop.”
Begin again with a different letter  e.g.  D E F G A B C D E

Do a few, then change direction to “down” or “backwards”
     “Start with G,  going Down”
      G  F  E  D  C  B  A  G  F  E  D  C
And repeat a few times.
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Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Sing or Dance a Student Choice

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Sweetly Sings the Donkey

Repeat with a different piece of waltz music.  Invite students to imagine they are 
dancing with a partner --so they need to hold their arms up in partner dancing 
position  OR  change the movement image to that of gliding on ice (one foot 
moves on  “ONE”  then wait/glide until the other foot moves on the next “ONE”.

Music & Movement/DanceMusic & Movement/Dance Moving to Metre in Music  3/4 
Moving to a Time Signature of 3/4 (said  3   4)

time signature

metre

waltz

skate

polka

"Stand up.   Wiggle your knees a bit.  Now stretch up high, touch your toes, 
up straight again and eyes front."

Review the words  "metre" and "time signature".  
 "Where do musicians find the metre or time signature in written music?  
 (numbers on staff lines at the beginning of the music) 

 What does the number on top tell us?    (number of beats in a bar)   
When listening to music, what is different about the first beat in every bar?
 (a little bit longer and a little bit stronger)  
Good remembering."

Play Music Play Music   Your Favourite Classical Waltz Music

                OR      Use the Waltz Music provided

“This music for moving today was composed for dancing.  The dance is 
done to a  ONE  2  3,  ONE  2,  3.   It’s name starts with a “W”.   Anyone 
know what the dance is?   (waltz)    Listen to the music, and when you feel 
the  ONE   2,  3  --begin moving with it.
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2266

New Song:  New Song:  Tingalayo

Review/Practice:  Review/Practice:  Musical Alphabet Orders

 Options for review, practice or enrichment

Warm-UpsWarm-Ups(3 minutes)

AA
BB
CC

Individual Work:  Individual Work:  Putting Rhythms with Words

MusicMusic(C)
C1.1 song:  Tingalayo
C1.5 demonstrate an understanding 
          of musical notation

 element focus:  pitch

DD
 Enjoy the Repertoire: Enjoy the Repertoire:    

Focus:  Metre  and  Musical Alphabet Intro

1

2

Body:  Finger Faces

Place one finger on each cheek.   Make the fingers move by 
moving the cheeks.    Now try making the fingers move by 
sounding first  "Haaa" then "Heee."     Conduct the "haaa"  &  
"heee" in varying patterns.

Beat/Rhythm:  Rhythm Card Read
          (prechoose from cards with symbols new for this grade)

3Pitch:  Solfa Band do - re - mi

EE

 Solfa Band with Harmony Solfa Band with Harmony
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A B C D E F G A B C

F G A B C D E F G A

Up the Alphabet
(forwards)

G F E D C B A G

D C B A G F E D C 

Down the Alphabet
(backwards)

If there is enough classroom space,
today do this exercise either in a line    OR   in a circle.
  ...  set a quiet walking beat.
Teacher begins:  “Start with A,  going UP”  (forward)
                              ti-  ti    ta,  ti-ti   ta

(If there is space in the classroom, have students take tiny 
step forward (teacher backward) as all say:
    “A  B  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  “
Teacher says,  “All stop.”
Begin again with a different letter  e.g.  D E F G A B C D E

Do a few, then change direction to “down” or “backwards”
     “Start with G,  going Down”
      G  F  E  D  C  B  A  G  F  E  D  C
And repeat a few times.

AA  Solfa Band with Harmony Solfa Band with Harmony
The Warm-Up Solfa Band uses  “do - re - mi.
Add groups singing  “so  and  do(high do).
Ideas for method are found in Lesson 26A.

BB Review/Practice:  Review/Practice:  Musical Alphabet Order

re
do’

do’

so

do,

so

do’so mi

do,
do,

mi
do,

do,

mi
do’

do’
re

re

so
mi

re
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Tingalayo is a well known Jamaican folksong.  Some versions anthropomorphize the donkey  e.g.  "Me donkey 
walk, me donkey talk, me donkey eat with a knife and fork."   The version given here is probably closer to the 
original --making fun of donkey contrary stubbornness  ---something anyone who has cared for a two year old 
child can relate to.  Donkeys in many countries are the most affordable way to carry heavy loads  --water from 
the river, wood for the fire, grain from the fields, etc.   Work animals are not pets, but they can be loved and 
respected just the same.  While students learn this song, they can be learning about the different kinds of life 
lived by children and their animals in other countries.

come and me don-key go,  Me don-key  fast, me  don-key slow, Me don-key come and me don-key go.
kick    with his  two hind feet, Me don-key eat, me don-key sleep, Me donkey kick with his two hind feet.
stop   when I  tell him  go,   Me don-key  yes,  me  don-key no,  Me don-key stop when I tell him  go.
sleep   in    a   bed of straw, Me donkey "hee" me donkey "haw" Me  donkey  sleep in a    bed of  straw.

Tin -ga - lay  -    o,      come,   lit-tle    don - key come. Tin - ga  -  lay    -    o,

come, lit-  tle don-key  come.  Me don - key    fast,   me  don-key   slow,  Me  don-key
                                              Me  don -key    eat,    me  don-key   sleep, Me  don-key
                                              Me  don-key     yes,    me  don-key   no,     Me don-key
                                              Me  don-key    "hee",  me  don-key  "haw", Me  don-key

Tingalayo West Indies
folksong

arr: LJ Clare

Key D, first note F#(mi)
a cappella count-in: 1,2,3,4,1,2,3,Tin-ga...

"Tingalayo is a little donkey who lives in the West Indies.   He's a 
working donkey.   What kind of things do you think he does when he's 
working?   (carry wood and water,  pull carts with things or people in 
them)   Good ideas.   Some of the other things Tingalayo does are in 
this song.   Try to remember as many as you can.

Collect ideas from the first listening.   As they are named, print the key 
words so they may be used as cues for singing.

fast - slow
come - go

eat - sleep
kick 2 hind feet

yes - no
stop - go

hee - haw
sleep in straw

1

2

3

4

Teach the chorus using the rote method/echoes.
   "Tingalayo, come little donkey come.
   Tingalayo, come little donkey come."

Play the music.   Students sing with the chorus.
Play the music.   Students sing with the whole song.
Students sing the song without the recording.

Sing Play MusicSing Play Music  or  
Sing-a-Long Recording
Tingalayo

CC New Song:  New Song:  Tingalayo
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Individual Work:  Individual Work:  Putting Rhythms with WordsDD
In Lesson 25A, there is a method detailed in guiding students through 
choosing a rhythm to go with a word.   Offering choices of ways to sing 
words expands the possibilities in creating compositions/songs.

Practising this skill gives students opportunity to refine their ability to use 
rhythm symbols with abstract thought.

Begin by demonstrating the method on the work page with the whole class.

Circle one of the big ideas found here.

Think of 5 words that fit into your big idea
and print them here.

Look at your words again.
Do you like all of them?
Are there any you want to change?
Make changes now.

Words
Number
of Claps

Rhythm
Count

Show the
Word in
Rhythm
Symbols

Show a
Different
Set of
Rhythm Symbols

yellow

Fill in the chart below using your words.

planets              desserts              colours             zoo animals     

yellow

pink

purple

lime

orange

bright

happy

OR

OR

OR

pink .



Circle one of the big ideas found here.

food       sports        pets          ice cream           camping        creepy things

Choosing Rhythms for Words

Musician’s Name  ______________________________

Think of 5 words that fit into your big idea
and print them here.

Look at your words again.
Do you like all of them?
Are there any you want to change?
Make changes now.

Rhythm Count
.

1 clap 2 claps 4 claps 1 clap1 clap 1 clap

Words
Number
of Claps

Rhythm
Count

Show the
Word in
Rhythm
Symbols

Show a
Different
Set of
Rhythm Symbols

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

OR

example yellow

Fill in the chart below using your words.



Singing HarmonySinging Harmony    Sweetly Sings the Donkey

                                             Key D, first note do(D)
                                                   4/4 time    a cappella count-in:  1 2 3 4 Sweet...

(Sing or say)  "Hee-haw, hee-haw, hee-haw hee-haw hee-haw."   
Ready to try the donkey song?   Here's the first note (play or sing 

D).    Wait for the count-in,  1  2  3  4  Sweet..."    Students sing the 
song once.   If it is a struggle, post the music and review the tune/rhythm 
using the rote method/echoes  ---see Lesson 24A..

Post the music.    "What information is given for singers in this 
music?"

If it hasn't been named yet  ---"There's new information on this 
music.  Look for the small numbers that have circles around 
them.  They are important if the song is being done as a round  
---one group of singers starting, and then the next group fo 
singers starting later.   How many groups do you think we 
could have?  (maybe 3?)

If your class tried the round in the last lesson, and it was successful 
(semi-harmonious,  groups kept to their parts, groups were able to 
stay on the beginning tempo)  then continue and try 3 groups today.    
Otherwise ...

If you are a singer  ...   have the class be the beginning group.  You 
be the second group.   Sing the round.    OR    Try out having two 
groups sing the round.

If you are new to round singing  ---use the sing-a-long songvideo.   
It shows the different places groups begin to sing, and will aid in 
keeping group in tempo.   If you are using simply the audio 
recording,   have students begin by singing with the first singers.    
Then repeat the audio recording --students joining the singers that 
begin late.

*  Students are excited, anxious.   Do a few shoulder rolls and slow breaths to help calm  everyone.

*  Have students walk to the beat while singing.   Use your arms/hands in large conducting actions.
*  Ask students to sing quietly   ---students singing quietly are more apt to listen to each other.

Ideas to Help Keep the Tempo Steady

title
Key
name of first note
metre
kind of song
who arranged it
the words
the melody
tempo
rhythm

11

22
33

44

Enjoy the Repertoire    Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

New RepertoireNew Repertoire
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EE

?   When I First Came to This Land
?   Whether the Weather
?   Sweetly Sings the Donkey
?   Maple Syrup Madness

Tingalayo
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